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a b s t r a c t
The development of robust mechanisms for supply chain performance measurement have been identified as an integral step needed for the transition towards sustainable supply chain systems and a greener
global economy. However, measuring the environmental performance of supply chains is a challenging
task, due to several factors, such as the lack of standardised methodologies and the inherent multi-criteria
nature of the problem. By leveraging the capability of a Multi-Regional Input–Output framework to handle the complex and global nature of supply chains, the current work presents a robust environmental
sustainable performance measurement model underpinned by industrial lifecycle thinking.
As a result, some theoretical insights are provided and an empirical application of the model to the
Metal Products industry of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) nations undertaken in
an attempt to address some of the methodological and applied measurement challenges. In particular, this
allowed the modelling of carbon emissions trends within, and between the BRICS nations and with the
Rest-of-the-World over a 20-year period (1992–2011) as well as providing an opportunity to hypothesis
on their future carbon emissions performances. Specific analyses of the Metal Product industry showed
that demand represents the main driver for the increasing carbon footprint. However, the overall decline
in reported carbon footprint was due to improvements in emissions intensity and efficiency gains induced
by technology. The study further assesses the effects of imports and economic growth on carbon footprint
and discusses the implications of the study to sustainability transition processes in the BRICS nations.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license. (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

1. Introduction
The transition towards sustainable supply chains (Ding, Liu, &
Zheng, 2016) has encouraged businesses to align their operations
to practices that are judged to be environmentally sustainable
(Dey, Laguardia, & Srinivasan, 2011; Hassini, Surti, & Searcy, 2012,
Jaehn, 2016). The development of models and their application to
production and supply networks in order to measure environmental performance has therefore been identified as a key element
towards such transition. Environmental performance measurement
as used in this paper draws on the concept of the natural resource
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based-view proposed by Hart (1995); a concept that examines the
use of natural resources and their resultant impact.
Taticchi, Garengo, Nudurupati, Tonelli, and Pasqualino
(2015) and Ahi and Searcy (2015), have reported on the importance of performance measurement for supply chain sustainability
given the opportunities for continuous improvement (Zhu, 2014).
Despite the reported importance, measuring the environmental
performance of supply chains has become a challenge as reiterated by Lehtinen and Ahola (2010) and Hassini et al. (2012),
who reported that incompatibilities exist between the known
principles of performance measures and supply chains. The performance measurement literature appears to be biased towards
intra-organisational measures of performance (Lehtinen & Ahola,
2010) as opposed to the extended, complex and dynamic network
nature, which characterises supply chains (Gunasekaran, Patel, &
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McGaughey, 2004; Varsei, Soosay, Fahimnia, & Sarkis, 2014). All
these issues imply that performance measurement models for
sustainable supply chains focus only on direct impacts, and thus
do not take a holistic view of the supply chain. Other issues that
pose challenges for building reliable sustainable supply chain performance measurement approaches include, the multiple measures
that must be employed to characterise the performance driven by
data (Afful-Dadzie, Afful-Dadzie, & Turkson, 2016) and the focus
on reporting green supply chain management initiatives implementation rather than outcomes (Zhu, Sarkis, & Lai, 2008). It has
also been reported that performance measures are multi-faceted
(Genovese, Morris, Piccolo, & Koh, 2017) and are characterised
by inconsistent methodologies as expounded by Font and Harris
(2004).
In order to address some of the highlighted issues, this paper
leverages on the extended capability and visibility of the MultiRegional Input-Output (MRIO) framework (Miller & Blair, 2009) in
handling the complex and global nature of supply chains operations to present a robust environmental sustainable performance
measurement model underpinned by industrial lifecycle thinking.
This analytical viewpoint provides a holistic view and visibility of
the global economy such that supply chain dependences and interactions are captured and assessed in a consistent framework.
An industry-level perspective of the global supply chain is adopted
for this study because, most value-added activities of the supply
chain take place at the industry level compared to the process,
product or firm level of the supply chain (Gereffi, Humphrey, &
Sturgeon, 2005). The mathematical basis of the model is derived
based on the MRIO framework (Miller & Blair, 2009) for supply
chain carbon emissions quantification and analyses. Gonzalez et
al. (2015) have reiterated how mathematical models and solution
methods can provide quantifiable information and structured opportunities to evaluate, propose, test and implement action for the
transition towards environmental sustainability.
To provide a context for the application of the environmental
sustainability measurement model, an assessment is carried out
over a 20-year period (1992–2011) in the BRICS nations (namely:
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) with a focus on the
Metal Industry in these countries. Attention is focused on the
BRICS nations because, in the last decade, there have been growing international concerns on the environmental damage associated with the accelerated economic growth of these countries.
These concerns have been reported in the scholarly literature (Lai
& Wong, 2012; Wu, Liu, Liu, Fang, & Xu, 2015) as well as in the
mainstream media platforms (Guardian, 2011; Washington Post,
2014). Insights into the low-carbon management of the supply
chains of these nations have therefore become an issue of high
importance in the current climate of sustainability awareness and
international climate change debates. The Metal Industry was chosen, as it is a major heavy industrial sector, which received special
attention for decarbonisation efforts in the recently published Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report
(IPCC, 2014).
In this paper, the carbon emissions assessment process in
the selected industrial supply chains is carried out from a
consumption-based perspective (Takahashi et al., 2014) between
1992 and 2011. This enables supply chain carbon emissions intensities (presented as a measure of the overall efficiencies of
the considered industrial systems) of the BRICS nations to be assessed, thus providing a standardised way for similarly structured
industries within these countries to be compared over time horizons. The time series analysis of carbon emissions intensities profiles provides the right context to discuss recent trends in economic growth in the BRICS countries and the environmental consequences of such growth. Additionally, based on the demand for
final goods and services, this paper also presents and assesses the
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carbon emissions footprint in absolute terms, making provision for
carbon emissions embodied in imported and exported goods and
services.
In the light of the context presented above, the contributions of
this paper can be summarised as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

An industrial lifecycle thinking concept is introduced as a way
of analysing environmental sustainability impacts through the
general input-output methodological framework.
Based on a 20-year time series analysis, the future industrial
environmental sustainability performance outlooks of BRICS
countries are hypothesised.
Industry-level Supply Chain Efficiencies and Footprint accounts
as well as targeted measurements of a specific industrial sector
are generated, allowing for cross-country analyses in a consistent manner.
The influences of indirect supply chain emissions on environmental sustainability performance are assessed.
The development of a 20-year environmental performance
model for any targeted industry in any country is exemplified,
along with contextual assessment, discussions and implications
of the findings.

To address fully the issues highlighted in this work, the remainder of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, a literature
review is conducted on approaches for supply chains environmental impact assessment. The review provides the context and lays
the foundation for the developments and contributions made in
this paper. Details of the general methodological notes and theoretical formulations are provided in Section 3. In Section 4, key
findings and results are analysed and discussed, highlighting the
implications of the research to supply chain management. Some
concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.
2. Literature review
2.1. Industry-level carbon emissions measurement
The contemporary view of supply chain emphasises a network of multiple relationships where value can be added (Horvath,
2001). Such relationships can be between products (Ganesh,
Raghunathan, & Rajendran, 2014) or even processes, firms and
industries as elaborated by Lambert and Cooper (20 0 0). Gereffi
et al. (2005), however report on how the most value added activities within the global supply chain network occurs at the industry level. Azapagic et al. (20 0 0) have also pointed out that industrial systems are an integral part of the economy since they
determine the flows of materials and energy, rendering them a
source of environmental degradation and resource depletion. Industrial supply chains, therefore, play a central role in identifying and implementing more environmentally sustainable options.
To this end, this study adopts an industrial-level perspective to the
supply chain environmental performance measurement (Refer to
Fig. 1).
This viewpoint is taken because the industrial supply chains
and systems are what binds nations together within the global
economy and so it provides assistance in gaining an understanding
of the interrelationship within cross-country supply chains. This is
in line with the recommendation by Sundarakani, De Souza, Goh,
Wagner, and Manikandan (2010) who stated that there is the need
to study carbon footprint measurement across supply chains as a
way to better understand the environmental impact in global production networks.
Frameworks such as Material Flow Analyses (Mul̈ler, Hilty, Widmer, Schluep, & Faulstich, 2014), Product Life Cycle Accounting
(Koh et al, 2013) and Corporate Value Chain Accounting have been
employed respectively at the material, product and firm -levels of
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vi. The assessment of dependences and impacts of industrial supply chains must inform the management of these impacts
(Marchi, Maria, & Micelli, 2013).

Fig. 1. A hierarchal perspective of the value chain and complexity of supply chain
systems.

the value chain as highlighted in Fig. 1. It should be noted that
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) has been used as one of the main
general constructs for environmental performance measurements
(Acquaye, Genovese, Barrett, & Koh, 2014; Ibn-Mohammed et al.,
2017). Ongoing work by the Life Cycle Impact Assessment workgroup of the United Nations Environmental Programme Life Cycle
Initiative (Guinée, 2002) seeks to provide harmonisation and guidance in LCA studies. This LCA framework based on the ISO140 0 0
series has been developed for product supply chains as reported
by UNEP and SETAC (2011). As such, for industry-level supply chain
analysis (which is higher up the value chain) the specifics of the
LCA framework (International Standard Organisation, 1998) are not
applicable.
The current research, therefore, argues for what it describes as
industrial lifecycle thinking, which can be assumed as taking a similar logic of lifecycle thinking (Hu & Bidanda, 2009; Yang & Song,
2006) applicable to product supply chains. The industrial lifecycle
thinking is presented as taking a holistic view of the global industrial supply chain in which the complex industry-level supply
chain dependences and interactions (upstream) and their resultant
impact as a result of demand (downstream) are recognised, thus
allowing for strategies and policies to be developed and implemented.
Such industrial lifecycle thinking suggests that the interaction between industrial supply chains and the natural environment are
characterised by the following:
i. Industrial supply chains are at the highest level of the supply chain hierarchy and are therefore characterised by higher
complexity and value-added activities (Timmer, Erumban, Los,
Stehrer, & de Vries, 2014).
ii. The economies of different countries are connected and characterised by industrial supply chains (Neilson, Pritchard, & Yeung, 2014). Accordingly, linkages and dependencies between
economies of different nations can also be viewed from an
industrial-level perspective.
iii. For an industry to produce an output, resources are required
from the same industry and from other industries, both within
its country of origin and internationally. (Miller & Blair, 2009).
iv. Any final product or service produced by any industry is the
result of many other products or services used as inputs at different supply chain tiers (Acquaye et al., 2017).
v. Products and services that are produced by any industry can
be used by the same industry, by other industries or as part
of the final demand category consisting of households, government purchases, exports, stocks (Kucukvar, Egilmez, & Tatari,
2014).

To gain an understanding of the assessments of carbon footprints, appropriate frameworks and methodologies must be used.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2001) recommended two basic modelling approaches used to examine the linkages between a supply chain and the environment. These are the
bottom-up (based on process modelling) and the top-down (based
on macro-economic modelling) approaches.
Although the bottom-up process approach is based on LCA principles (Majeau-Bettez, Strømman, & Hertwich, 2011) and is consistent with the logic of lifecycle thinking (Hu & Bidanda, 2009),
the IPCC (2001) explains that in the top-down modelling approach,
economic theory and techniques are applied to historical data on
consumption and prices in order to model the final demand for
goods and services and their resultant environmental impacts. To
this end, we adopt a top-down modelling approach in this study
since it addresses system complexity issues (Ewing et al., 2012)
and system boundary completeness limitations (Ward et al., 2017)
by providing a holistic perspective (Abbasi & Nilsson, 2012) whilst
addressing the aforementioned key challenges related to industrial
lifecycle thinking.
2.2. Industry-level carbon emissions management
In addition to pressure from three main stakeholder groups
(civic society including consumers, media and regulatory bodies),
the theory of Business Case for Sustainability (Schaltegger, LüdekeFreund, & Hansen, 2012) also explains why business now see the
measurement and management of their supply chain impact as
an important aspect of their operations. Such a theory emphasises how the links between voluntary environmental and economic success can be managed, advanced, or innovated.
While low-carbon supply chain management may initially begin with carbon emissions assessment, in terms of industrial lifecycle thinking, how this informs the management of the impacts
must also be taken into account. In fact, it should be a continuous learning in which carbon footprint assessment feeds into lowcarbon management and vice versa. It has been reported that no
single policy can be used to adequately manage the impacts of carbon emissions on the environment (Heltberg, Siegel, & Jorgensen,
2009) and that decarbonisation efforts should consist of a portfolio
of policies (Fischer & Newell, 2008).
Managing carbon emissions at the industry-level must therefore
take into account these principles. In fact, in an attempt to identify
different drivers of global industry-related greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, the Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change in its
5th Assessment Report, decomposed GHGs using a kaya-like identity (Fischedick et al., 2014). This was expressed as:

G=

E
M
P
G
×
×
× × S,
E
M
P
S

where:
G GHG emissions of the industrial sector within a specific time
frame.
E Industrial sector energy consumption.
M Total global production of materials in that period.
P Stock of products created from these materials.
S Total demand for products and services.
Since this kaya-like identity captures the drivers of emissions in
industry, it can also be used to identify key mitigation opportunities available within industrial sectors.
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G
E

represents the emissions intensity of the industrial sector expressed as a ratio to the energy used. Emissions efficiency
therefore means a reduction in the value of G/E.
E
M measures the energy intensity of energy input to industrial output (Arens, Worrell, & Schleich, 2012, Freeman, Niefer, & Roop,
1997); that is the energy used to create materials from ores,
oil and biomass, etc. The aim of energy intensity supply chain
strategies or policies is to reduce E/M.
M
P identifies material intensity, namely a measure of the amount
of material needed to create a product and maintain the stock
of product (Allwood, Ashby, Gutowski, & Worrell, 2011). Material efficiency therefore means providing material services with
less material production and processing.
P
S provides a measure on the intensity of use or the level of service provided by a product (Roy, 20 0 0). A reduction in P/S
refers to a reduction in product-service intensity
S represents total demand for products and services and it is a
function of variables such as population, wealth, lifestyle and
the whole social system of expectation and aspiration (Alcott,
2012; Hubacek, Feng, & Chen, 2011). A reduction in total demand will lead to a decrease in industrial emissions.
Following the outline of these mechanisms by which industriallevel emissions can be addressed, supply chain emissions assessment must capture some of these drivers in such a way that there
is a continuous learning and improvement process in which carbon
footprint assessment feeds into low-carbon management and vice
versa.
This study, therefore, argues that in order to implement industrial lifecycle thinking approaches, the developments made in
carbon footprint assessment using top-down models consisting of
macro-economic techniques (as discussed in Section 2.1) should be
used to inform industry-level carbon emissions management (as
highlighted in Section 2.2).

Fig. 2. Model used to capture dependences within and among the BRICS nations
and the ROW.

the industries in the row nation to the use by the industries in the
column nation.
Following this model, if it is assumed that all outputs of an industrial sector are produced with the same physical flow intensity
(Miller & Blair, 2009), then the general input-output methodology
and assumptions can be applied (Chakraborty & Mukhopadhyay,
2014).
For any economy, it can be shown that:

xi = x j =



zi j +

3.1. General framework
As outlined in the Section 2, the research methodology must
encapsulate a framework that is able to capture the complexities of the production and consumption activities of industrial
supply chains and related impacts on the environment. As such,
from an economic perspective, the general Input–Output (IO) approach originally developed by Leontief (1936) is employed as
the methodological basis, given its ability to reproduce production and consumption processes within an economy (Prell, Feng,
Sun, Geores, & Hubacek, 2014). Input–Output models record monetary transactions representing flows of resources (products and
services) from each industrial sector considered as a producer to
each of the other sectors (expressing final demands) considered as
consumers (Court, Munday, Roberts, & Turner, 2015). This general
model can thus be transformed into a physical one by integrating
it with environmental factors (in this case carbon emissions, that
can be considered as a good proxy for a wide range of other indicators; see Genovese et al., 2017). The complex flow of resources
in the supply chain network which is captured within the inputoutput framework has been described by Wu and Zang (2005) as
depicting both a pull (related to the intermediate inputs from different sectors into a given sector) and push (related to the intermediate use in a given sector) effects.
The model used to assess the relationships and dependences
within and among the industrial supply chains of the BRICS nations and with the Rest of the World (ROW) can be represented
as shown in Fig. 2, where each block represents the supply from

yi ,

(1)

i

j

3. Methodological development



where:
xi = x j The total sector products consumed (row total), xi or the
total industry production output (column total) x j . Theoretically, given that the IO table is balanced, xi = x j and the
units are expressed in million $
[zi j ] The matrix representation of the intermediate consumption; that is, the amount of product (i ) used as an intermediate input in the production process of industry ( j ). The
matrix representation is given in monetary terms (million
$)
yi The final demand of products i which represents the request (by households, public sector, capital goods, exports,
etc.) for products i
In a generalised form, Eq. (1) can be expressed as:

(2)

x=Z+y
For any economy, it can also be shown that:

 

A = ai j =

 
zi j
xj

(3)

Where:
A Represents the technical coefficient matrix of the whole economy, as it defines the technology of all the individual industries.
It is a unit-less matrix.
ai j Represent all the elements of the technical coefficient matrix, A.
The technical coefficient matrix consists of the technology matrix for each of the industries in the economy. Hence for an industry where j = k, its technology matrix is given by elements
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of the matrix [aik ]. These elements are all the products and services (example: raw materials, machinery, energy, goods, transport, services, etc) required from its own and all other industries in the economy which enables that industry to produce a
unit of output.
Hence from Eq. (3):
[zi j ] = A·[xj ], where [xj ] is the diagonalised [x j ]. In a generalised form: Z = A · x.
Therefore from Eq. (2) where: x = Z + y, it follows that: x =
A · x + y. Solving for x and expressing in matrix notations:

x = (I − A )−1 · y

(4)

I is the identity matrix and (I
known as the Leontief inverse matrix, L (Ebiefung & Kostreva, 1993).
The implication on the expansion of the Leontief Inverse Matrix
L is that, the complete supply chain requirement at any tier n can
be evaluated given that:
− A )−1

L = (I − A )−1 = A0 + A1 + A2 + A3 + . . . An

(5)

L = (I − A )−1
Therefore describes the total (direct and indirect) requirements
that are needed at all tiers (0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , . . . .n) of the industrial supply chain by an industry to produce a unit of output. As
presented, the Leontief Inverse Matrix is in a generic format and
so it can be specified to any number of regions/countries within a
multi-regional system.
Acquaye et al. (2014) explain that capturing the direct and indirect requirements at all tiers ensures a complete supply chain
visibility, a key requirement in environmental modelling across
supply chains (Sundarakani et al., 2010). Bazan, Jaber, and Zanoni
(2015) and Acquaye et al. (2017), have also emphasised that assessment models for supply chains need to account for a more
comprehensive picture that accurately evaluates the true cost of
capturing carbon emissions and allows for a more responsible approach to supply chain policies and decision-making practices.
The Leontief Inverse Matrix expression presented in Eq. (5) does
not encapsulate the multi-country nature that the framework in
Fig. 2 seeks to uphold. In addition, it has not yet been integrated
with environmental factors for the transformation of the economic
model into a physical one. Therefore, the following sub-section addresses these developments.
3.2. Multi-regional supply chain dependencies of the BRICS nations
Following on from Eq. (4), a Multi-Regional Input–Output
(MRIO) model of the BRICS nations can be defined as a framework
that is able to capture the inter-relationship and represent the dependences of the nations and the ROW in a single system as highlighted by the model in Fig. 2.
The technical coefficient matrix (see Eq. (3) of the BRICS and
ROW framework can thus be presented below:

A=

⎛

⎡

AB,B
⎜ ⎢ AR,B
⎜ ⎢ AI,B
⎜I − ⎢
⎜ ⎢ AC,B
⎝ ⎣
ASA,B
AROW,B

AB,R
AR,R
AI,R
AC,R
ASA,R
AROW,R

AB,I
AR,I
AI,I
AC,I
ASA,I
AROW,I

AB,C
AR,C
AI,C
AC,C
ASA,C
AROW,C

AB,SA
AR,SA
AI,SA
AC,SA
ASA,SA
AROW,SA

⎤⎞

AB,ROW
AR,ROW ⎥⎟
⎟
AI,ROW ⎥
⎥⎟
AC,ROW ⎥⎟
⎦⎠
ASA,ROW
AROW,ROW
(6)

Combining the BRICS nations with the ROW as presented in
Eq. (6) achieves two objectives. First, it improves the focus on the
BRICS nations within a global supply chain network thus ensuring that the dependencies among these nations are assessed with

more details. Secondly, the BRICS nations are not closed economies
to all other countries in the world. Hence, the model takes into account the fact that there are also resource flows (products and services) between all other countries from the ROW region and the
BRICS nations.
From Eq. (5), the Leontief Inverse matrix can be structured as:

L=

⎛

⎡

AB,B
⎜ ⎢ AR,B
⎜ ⎢ AI,B
⎜I − ⎢
⎜ ⎢ AC,B
⎝ ⎣
ASA,B
AROW,B

AB,R
AR,R
AI,R
AC,R
ASA,R
AROW,R

AB,I
AR,I
AI,I
AC,I
ASA,I
AROW,I

AB,C
AR,C
AI,C
AC,C
ASA,C
AROW,C

AB,SA
AR,SA
AI,SA
AC,SA
ASA,SA
AROW,SA

⎤⎞

AB,ROW
AR,ROW ⎥⎟
⎟
AI,ROW ⎥
⎥⎟
⎥
⎟
AC,ROW
⎦⎠
ASA,ROW
AROW,ROW
(7)

3.3. MRIO-based carbon emissions assessments of the industrial
supply chain
The study evaluates the carbon emissions of the BRICS nations
in terms of their intensities (used as a measure of the efficiencies
of the industrial supply chains) and footprints as a result of the
final demand for goods and services. The following sub-sections
present the developments made in these respect.

3.3.1. Industrial carbon emissions intensities
As previously explained in Section 3.1, the input–output model
(as in the Leontief framework in Eq. (7) is transformed into a physical one by integrating it with environmental factors (in this case
carbon).
Let:
Ej
Represent the direct carbon emissions output [10 0 0 tons
CO2-eq ] for any industry j in a BRICS nation or ROW region.
Given that x j is the total industry production output expressed
in million $, the direct intensity matrix for carbon of any industry
j is given by:

ed =

Ej
xj

(8)

This provides a measure of the direct carbon emissions intensity per unit dollar of an industry. This is a limited measure and
does not account for any upstream activities of the industrial supply chain. This is because ed only measures the efficiency of an
industry from a production-based perspective (Jakob, Steckel, &
Edenhofer, 2014), meaning that only the direct emissions that occur within the fixed boundary of a country’s industrial activities
are assessed.
ed values from all the industries can be combined in a row matrix ed . Based on Eq. (5), given that the Leontief Inverse Matrix
represents the total (that is, direct and indirect) activities of the
industrial supply chain, the Total Intensity Matrix in terms of carbon emissions intensities is therefore expressed as:

Total Intensity = ed · L = ed · (I − A )−1





= ed · A0+ A1 + A2 + A3 + ...

(9)

Expressing Eq. (9) in the structure adopted in this paper for
the BRICS and ROW framework, the Total Intensity Matrix which
is presented as the supply chain industrial efficiencies is defined
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in Eq. (10) as:

Supply Chain Industrial Efficiencies =ed · L = ed ·

⎛

⎡

⎤⎞−1

AB,B
AB,R
AB,I
AB,C
AB,SA
AB,ROW
AR,R
AR,I
AR,C
AR,SA
AR,ROW ⎥⎟
⎜ ⎢ AR,B
⎟
⎜ ⎢ AI,B
AI,R
AI,I
AI,C
AI,SA
AI,ROW ⎥
⎥⎟
⎜I − ⎢
⎜ ⎢ AC,B
AC,R
AC,I
AC,C
AC,SA
AC,ROW ⎥⎟
⎦⎠
⎝ ⎣
ASA,B
ASA,R
ASA,I
ASA,C
ASA,SA
ASA,ROW
AROW,B AROW,R AROW,I AROW,C AROW,SA AROW,ROW

(10)
Contrarily to the Direct Intensity Matrix in Eq. (8), the Total Intensity Matrix provides a complete assessment of the supply chain
efficiency of industries given that a consumption-based perspective (Jakob et al., 2014) is used. This enables a complete visibility
of the entire supply chain to be assessed, hence imported goods
and services either used indirectly as inputs along supply chains
located in other regions or directly as intermediate requirements of
a particular industry in the reference country can be captured (IbnMohammed, Greenough, Taylor, Ozawa-Meida, & Acquaye, 2014).
3.3.2. Carbon emissions footprint as a result of final demand
The final demand for goods and services determines the absolute carbon emissions footprint on the environment. Within the
Input–Output economic framework, these final demands groups
are made up of household’s, government, stocks, gross fixed capital formation and exports (West & Jackson, 2015).
Given that ed .L = ed .(I − A )−1 describes the total (direct and indirect) carbon emissions intensity per unit dollar output of an industry (refer to Eqs. (9) and (10)), the carbon emissions footprint
in absolute terms as a result of a given demand for goods and services y can be expressed as:

T otal C O2 F oot print = ed .L.y = ed .(I − A )−1 .y

(11)

Expressing Eq. (11) in the structure for the BRICS and ROW
framework, the total carbon emissions footprint is presented in
Eq. (12) as:
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⎟
×⎜
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⎠
⎝
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(12)

3.4. Data sources
The Multi-Regional Input–Output (MRIO) model consisting of
the BRICS countries and the ROW region was constructed using both global MRIO tables and environmental data collected
from Eora multi-region IO database (Lenzen, Moran, Kanemoto,
& Geschke, 2013). The framework as shown in Fig. 2 and
Eq. (12) were completed with BRICS’s nations data and an aggregation of the ROW data. The Input–Output table in each country
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includes 25 economic sectors (Refer to Appendix A for the breakdown of industrial sectors). The Eora database contains 20-year of
data (1992–2011).
The Input–Output tables are in constant USD prices as these accounts for economic influences such as price changes over time
within a country. As such, no price adjustments were made to the
tables used in this paper. In terms of price differences across countries, O’Mahony and Timmer (2009) reported that industry-specific
Purchasing Power Parities (PPPs), which reflect differences in output price levels across countries, can be used. This price adjustment is often done by means of GDP PPPs, which reflect the average expenditure prices in one country relative to another. It is
however well recognised that the use of GDP PPPs, which reflects
expenditure prices of all goods and services in the economy, can
be misleading when used to convert industry-level output.
3.5. Scope of the study
The choice of the BRICS nations was informed by contemporary ecological economics theory and practice (Daly & Farley, 2011)
which highlights the increasing influence of the economic systems
of these countries on the natural environment given their rapid
economic growth and spending power. For instance, between 1980
and 2013, the share of BRICS based on world merchandise trade
rose from 3 to 15% while their share in world GDP trebled from 6
to 19% over the same period. BRICS nations also account for 40%
of world population (Nayya, 2016) and it is expected that over the
next 50 years, the economies could grow exponentially (Epstein,
2014). There is, therefore, the urgent need for supply chain evaluations, which would provide useful insight into interactions and
associated carbon emissions footprint within and among the industrial systems of such countries. In addition, gaining an understanding of the supply chain dependencies and footprint of the
BRICS nations with the rest of the global economy is important because environmental impacts are known to leak across geographical boundaries through carbon emissions embodied in goods and
services (Paroussos, Fragkos, Capros, & Fragkiadakis, 2015).
The Metal Products industry in the respective countries was
chosen to exemplify the assessment processes, because it is one of
the heaviest industrial sectors, which received special attention in
the recently published Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC 2014).
3.6. Methodological limitations
Despite the methodologically consistent structure offered by
economic Input–Output framework, it is known to suffer from a
number of limitations. In this study, the most recent data from
Eora (Lenzen et al., 2013) is for 2011, highlighting the fact that
Input–Output data are not regularly produced. As such, these may
not capture significant structural changes and technological advances, which may have taken place within the economy. In addition, Acquaye and Duffy (2010) and Tukker and Dietzenbacher
(2013), explained how Input–Output analysis may suffer from inherent limitations because of homogeneity and proportionality assumptions. The homogeneity assumption proposes that each sector
produces a uniform product or service output using identical inputs and processes. However, this is obviously not the case since
each sector consists of many different products or services. For
instance, the Metal Industry consists of different metal products,
each of which requires different energy intensities during production. The inherent proportionality assumption resulting from the
linearity of input–output equations presumes that inputs to each
sector are proportional to their outputs. As such, if the output of
a sector (example, the Metal Industry) increases, then the consumption of intermediaries and primary inputs to that sector and
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Fig. 3. India’s total carbon footprint time series presented as the accumulation of the footprint of each industry.

resultant environmental impacts will also increase proportionally.
Economies of scale during production, however, might suggest otherwise.

Table 1
Total carbon footprint trend presented as Equations of Lines
of best fit.
BRICS nations

4. Results and discussions
4.1. Total carbon footprint time series
The evaluation of total carbon footprint over a time series provides a measure of the trends in the total carbon emissions profile driven by final demand for goods and services. This implies
that the total carbon emissions of any of the BRICS nations is computed as the domestic carbon emissions produced in that BRICS
nation plus the emissions embodied in goods and services that
are consumed in that BRICS nation imported into that country.
This excludes emissions embodied in BRICS exports. This measurement philosophy conforms with the consumption-based approach
to impact assessment, which is deemed more holistic than the
production-based approach (Afionis, Sakai, Scott, Barrett, & Gouldson, 2017; Jakob et al., 2014; Takahashi et al., 2014). This is because
the consumption-based approach assumes that if the domestic final demand for any goods/services induces carbon in the country
of production, then the domestic nation is responsible for those
emissions.
In the following, the total carbon footprint time series of each
of the BRICS nations are presented. The detailed heat-map formatted results are presented in Appendix B. For Brazil, it can be seen
that the most dominant sector to the footprint is the Agricultural
industry. This is consistent with other findings that suggest that
a vast majority of Brazil’s carbon emissions is attributed to deforestation (Cerri et al., 2009). This is the result of the Amazon biome
in Brazil being used for agriculture purposes and land use through
livestock production. Consequently, the demand for agriculturalrelated products by the final demand group, which averages 95%
for domestic households’ demand and 4–5% for exports. Further to
this, in 2011, it was determined that 92.25% of Brazil’s agricultural
emissions were the result of domestic demand, with 7.12% due to
the ROW and a combined 0.64% due to the other BRICS nations
(Russia, India, China and South Africa). For Russia, the Mining and
Quarrying, Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral Products
and Electricity, Gas and Water industries are the most dominant in
the contribution to the total carbon footprint of the nation. Like
the Brazilian economy, the Agricultural industry in India is one of

Brazil
Russia
India
China
South Africa

Equation of Line of best fit
6

y = 10,816x + 10
y = 24,282x + 2 × 106
y = 100,646x + 2 × 106
y = 411,373x + 3 × 106
y = 10,992x + 441,480

R2 value
0.1558
0.3646
0.9400
0.8927
0.9128

two most important industries that contributes the most to the
country’s carbon footprint. This is in addition to the Electricity,
Gas and Water industry in particular from 2007 onwards. China
and South Africa both have the Electricity, Gas and Water industry
as the biggest contributor to their nations total carbon footprint
over the period considered. It is important to note that these highest contributors to the total carbon footprint have been consistent
since 1992.
The trend in total carbon footprint also highlights the characteristic emissions profiles of individual sectors from 1992 to 2011 for
all the BRICS nations. A linear best-fit equation is also used to characterise the statistical trend of the carbon footprint. Fig. 3 shows
the line of best fit for India as an example. Although carbon footprint is not directly a function of time, this statistical trend can,
however, provide an indication of how changes in carbon footprint
variables (such as final demand or consumption, emissions intensity, energy intensity, etc.) affect the footprint.
Similar to India as shown in Fig. 3, the R2 value (a statistical measure of how close the data are to the fitted regression
line) for China and South Africa are respectively 0.8927 and 0.9128
(Table 1). This is an indication that there is a strong correlation
between the carbon emission trends and time in the period between 1992 and 2011 although carbon footprint is not a function
of time. Given the positive gradients of the Equation of the Line of
Best Fit of these countries, it can be hypothesised that the carbon
footprint of these nations will continue to increase over time along
the same trajectory if no drastic decarbonisation interventions are
implemented.
4.2. Time series analysis of industry-level supply chain efficiencies
In this section, a time series analysis of the supply chain efficiencies (measured as the emissions intensity) of the industries in
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Fig. 4. Time Series Effective Carbon Emissions Intensity of each BRICS nation measured as the weighted average of the intensities of all industries.

each BRICS country is presented (See Fig. 4). The total emissions
intensity as presented here is based on both the direct and indirect carbon emissions intensities between 1992 and 2011. To get a
full picture of the trends in emissions intensities across the years,
these intensities were evaluated as a weighted average of that of
each industry in individual BRICS countries.
As shown in Fig. 4, the emissions intensity profile of each country improves from 2004 to 2011 after initial high intensities from
1992 with Russia showing a surge in 1999 with emissions intensity of 0.0116 kilogramCO2 -eq/$. This can be attributed to reduction in economic output. Data from the World Bank (2016) suggests that Russia recorded its lowest Gross Domestic Product in the
last 20 years in 1999; hence the observed peak in emissions intensity (measured in terms of kilogramCO2 -eq per $ of economic output) is the result of decreased economic output. Although a general
improvement pattern in emissions intensity across the countries
is observed, a closer look at the trends between 2004 and 2010
shows that Brazil and Russia experienced a greater decrease in
emissions intensities as compared to India, China and South Africa.
This is in line with findings by Wu et al. (2015) who examined
the relationship between energy consumption, urban population,
economic growth and CO2 emissions in the BRICS countries and
reported that economic growth has a decreasing effect on the CO2
emissions in Brazil and Russia but has an increasing effect in India,
China and South Africa. Nevertheless, the improvements in supply
chain efficiencies (that is, reduced emissions intensity) of the BRICS
countries can be attributed to a number of factors including implementation of robust environmental regulations and policies, energy
efficiency programmes and many other decarbonisation initiatives.
These signal the intentions of the BRICS nations to reduce their
emissions as part of the overall aim of combating climate change
at the global level (Bosetti, Carraro, & Tavoni, 2009).
China has taken actions to improve its energy efficiency at
both national and local levels. For instance, it has established a
2020 carbon intensity target as part of its national policy and
is taking aggressive steps to implement these. These include setting goals for clean energy (such as becoming the leading producer of wind turbines and solar panels) and energy security
through its five-year plans (Leal-Arcas, 2013); implementing the
Circular Economy paradigm at the core of its thirteenth five-year
plan (Mathews & Tan, 2016). Also, as part of the efforts to reduce
emissions intensity in India, the government set up the National
Action Plan on Climate Change, which entails eight missions including promotion of solar power, energy efficiency improvement,
forest coverage and increase in awareness regarding the problems

associated with climate change (Shaw, 2013). Brazil, in an attempt
to curb its increasing emission values, has committed to reducing its carbon emissions by 36–39%, on its 1990 level, by 2020
under the Kyoto Protocol, whilst setting up a National Climate
Change fund for projects focusing on GHG emissions reductions
(Shaw, 2013). Similarly, as part of its effort to mitigate climate
change, the South-African government (in collaboration with businesses, trade unions and civil society) drafted the National Climate Change Response White Paper which outlines policies, principles and strategies the country will adopt to tackle climate change
(EAPSA, 2013).
The emissions intensities across the timeframe considered also
highlight the characteristics of the trend in total carbon footprint
presented as the cumulative sum of the individual sectors from
1992 to 2011 for all the BRICS nations. As observed from the carbon emissions heat map presented in Appendix C for all the nations, the carbon emissions intensities for each industry has generally tend to decrease since 1992, implying an overall improvement
in supply chain efficiencies of its industries (Refer to Appendix C
for details of BRICS emissions intensities).
However, a closer look at Fig. 3 shows the total carbon footprint presented as the cumulative sum of the individual sectors
for India as an example shows a positive slope, implying an increase in carbon footprint. This opposite relationship or pattern
between the emissions intensities and total carbon footprints indicate that final demand for goods and services is increasing in
India. The same relationship between emissions intensities and total carbon footprint is observed for China and South Africa (infer
from Appendices II and III) although the profile of the total carbon footprints for Brazil and Russia remained relatively constant.
This general pattern is again in line with findings of Wu et al.
(2015) who asserted that economic growth has a decreasing effect on the CO2 emissions in Brazil and Russia and has an increasing effect in India, China and South Africa. Following this evidence,
we stress that despite a noticeable reduction in emissions intensity
(or improvement in supply chain emissions efficiency) which represents a positive step towards addressing carbon emissions issues
in the supply chain, the biggest impact towards achieving low carbon supply chains will come from developing strategies that will
assist in addressing problems deriving from increasing consumption of goods and services. This is especially relevant given that the
rising economic development of these nations will bring about improved economic and social well-being of its residents and lifestyle
change, which will lead to increase consumption of goods and
services.
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Fig. 5. Weighted average emissions intensities of the Metal Products industry
(1992–2011).

4.3. Industry-specific carbon footprint analyses: Metal products
industry
To gain insight into low-carbon management in terms of Industrial Lifecycle Thinking for a particular industry, an assessment is
undertaken in the Metal Products industry of the BRICS nations.
The carbon emissions intensities of the Metal Industry for the
BRICS nations are presented in Appendix D. As shown, in 1992 the
carbon emissions intensity of the Metal Industries in these countries were higher and relatively more dispersed in terms of range
(0.00716 kilogramCO2-eq /$ occurring between China (maximum)
and Brazil (minimum)). Over the time, there was constant reduction in the carbon emissions intensities with isolated increases in
some years. The most significant increase is Russia in 1999 which
can be explained by the reduction in economic output in Russia in
1999 evident by it recording its lowest GDP in the last 20 years in
1999 (World Bank, 2016). It can also be observed that from 2002
heading towards 2011, the carbon emissions intensities are converging within a relatively small range in intensities as compared
to 1992 (0.00180 kilogramCO2-eq /$ occurring between South Africa
(maximum) and Brazil (minimum)).
Fig. 5 also shows the weighted average of emissions intensities
of the metal industry over the years considered. The significantly
low average carbon emissions intensities of the Metal Products industry for Brazil, when compared to the other BRICS nations, can
be attributed to the low carbon emissions intensity of the electricity industry; a sector on which the Metal Products industry is very
much dependent upon.
In 2011 for instance, the carbon emissions intensity of the
electricity industry in Brazil was 0.0 0 0870 kilogramCO2-eq /$
when compared to 0.00878 kilogramCO2-eq /$ in Russia, 0.0161
kilogramCO2-eq /$ in India, 0.00853 kilogramCO2-eq /$ in China and
0.0205 kilogramCO2-eq /$ in South Africa. The significantly better performance measurement of Brazil’s Metal Products industry,
which stems from its electricity sector supply chain can be attributed to two factors. First, although Brazil is the 8th largest energy consumer in the world and the third largest in the Americas,
behind the United States and Canada, the US Energy Information
Administration (2013) recently reported that hydropower (a low
carbon source of electricity) accounts for 80% of its total electricity
production. Secondly, governmental policies in Brazil such as the

effort to improve energy security by addressing the country’s dependence on oil imports saw surplus of sugar cane production being channelled to ethanol production and consumption beginning
in the 1970 s. As such, Brazil now ranks second largest producer
and consumer of ethanol in the world after the United States (US
Energy Information Administration, 2013).
The Industrial Lifecycle Thinking analysis of the metal products
industry was also carried out to determine the step change in
carbon emissions footprint over the 20-year time series spanning
1992–2011 in terms of the relative contributions that each country
makes to the carbon footprint of the other nations.
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the carbon footprint of the
Metal Products industry for each of the BRICS nations has reduced
significantly in the order of 103 for all the countries between 1992
and 2011. Two important factors related to the kaya-like identity
presented in Section 2.2 influences the results in both 1992 and
2011. They are: emissions intensity and product demand. First, despite the fact that the demand for metal products in each of the
BRICS nations has increased significantly over the same 20-year
period (refer to Fig. 7 where left column represents 1992 demand
and right column the 2011 demand), total emissions footprint for
the industry in each country has reduced.
In the concluding remarks to Section 4.2, it was reported that
the biggest impact towards achieving low carbon supply chains
will come from developing strategies that will assist in addressing
increasing consumption of goods and services since this is generally the main factor driving up carbon footprint of the BRICS nations. Following this, we submit that for a technology driven industry like the Metal Products industry, which is heavily dependent
on the Electricity industry, the gains of improved carbon emissions
intensity towards the total carbon footprint would outweigh the
increase in the demand of its products. This implies that, despite
these increases in the demand and consumption of metal products
(Fig. 7), it is in actual fact an improvement in carbon emissions
intensity (refer to Fig. 5) that has caused a reduction in the total
carbon footprint of the Metal Products industry for these nations
(Fig. 6).
The kaya-like identity presented in Section 2.2 lists both demand and efficiency improvement as drivers of carbon emissions
of an industrial sector. This, therefore, helps to explain the dynamics of the carbon footprint, which is affected by both demand
(negatively) and efficiency improvement (positively). For instance,
as indicated in Fig. 8, China’s demand of metal products increased
15 times, a scenario that would suggest that there should be a corresponding increase in the carbon footprint. However, overall carbon emissions for the industry decreased. The reason for this as
stated earlier relates to the overall improvement in the emissions
intensity of the metal industry, both globally and within the BRICS
countries. These improvements are induced by the implementation of environmental regulations and policies (Serrenho, Mourão,
Norman, Cullen, & Allwood, 2016) as well as sector-based emission reductions/preventions schemes using energy efficiency and
conservations technologies (Koh et al., 2016). In particular, within
the metal industry at the global level, the rates at which metals
are recycled have increased. Also, the advent of new and advanced
technologies has further reduced the need to extract virgin materials. Technology-based options including the use of cleaner and
efficient production processes, end of pipe treatment and efficient
waste management and recovery systems have all contributed to
the overall improvement in emissions intensity within the sector.
Koh et al. (2016) demonstrated cases where technology (i.e., improved efficiency in production systems) directly mitigates emissions.
Napp, Gambhir, Hills, Florin, and Fennell (2014) identified two
strategies for emissions reduction in the steel industry, namely:
(i) switching to more efficient production routes and (ii) overall
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Fig. 6. Change in Carbon Footprint of the Metal Industry in the BRICS nations (1992–2011).

Fig. 7. Change in demand for Metal Products between 1992 and 2011 in the BRICS nations.

Fig. 8. Percentage Change (between 1992 and 2011) in the source of Carbon Footprint in the Metal Products industry among the BRICS nations and the ROW.

improvements in the efficiency of current manufacturing routes
through fuel switching or through the adoption of best available
technologies. However, Allwood, Cullen, and Milford (2010) and
Gutowski, Sahni, Allwood, Ashby, and Worrell (2013) suggested
that a worldwide implementation of efficiency improvements
alone is not capable of delivering emissions savings required in
the metal industry; as such, material efficiency and demand reduction will also be required. Serrenho et al. (2016) also demonstrated
the influence of emissions reduction targets on the emissions of
the global steel industry. With respect to the BRICS countries, improvements in emissions intensity and corresponding emissions
savings have been largely induced through the use of technologies. For instance, increased basic oxygen furnace (BOF) gas recovery, especially in China and India and the use of coke dry

quenching in China, has led to improvements in emissions intensity (Akashi, Hanaoka, Matsuoka, & Kainuma, 2011). In fact, Akashi
et al. (2011) concluded that if existing and currently available
abatement technologies that cost below $100/tCO2 are introduced
and implemented within the iron and steel industry by 2030, the
projected emissions reduction potential in China and India will be
230 metric tonsCO2 and 110 metric tonsCO2 respectively. Overall,
the analysis presented so far is in conformity with the trend observed regarding the reduction in emissions despite an increase in
demand for metals. This is a clear demonstration of how the use
of technologies has led to an overall reduction in toxic emissions
in a given industry.
Fig. 8 gives an illustration of the percentage changes in the contributions of carbon emissions footprint among the BRICS nations;
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Fig. 9. Imported Carbon Footprint expressed as a percentage of the total due to the demand of metal products by a BRICS nations from the other BRICS nations in 2011.

that is from one country to another between 1992 and 2011 (the
20-year time series period). As a result of the normalisation, what
is clearly evident is that although the total carbon footprint has
reduced (see Fig. 6), the relative carbon footprint contributions in
percentage terms imported from the BRICS nations to another have
increased over the period. For instance, the relative carbon footprint of the Metal Products industry of Brazil but imported from
China changed from 0.15% in 1992 to 1.83% in 2011. Similarly, the
relative carbon footprint of the Metal Products industry in South
Africa which is imported from India changed from 2.40% in 1992
to 4.04% in 2011. These incremental percentage changes in carbon
footprint can be seen among all the countries as shown in Fig. 8.
This evidence suggests that there has been an increase in the
supply chain interaction among the BRICS nations over the last
20 years. This can be explained by the Preferential Trade Theory
(Bhagwati & Panagariya, 1996) which suggests that a given economy is bound to provide differentiated treatment to other trade
partners on the basis of some variables. The formation of the BRIC
in 2008 and expansion to BRICS in 2010 has been the variable that
has seen closer economic and trade ties between the BRICS nations
as highlighted by Article 20 of the Fortaleza Declaration (BRICS6,
2014).
In terms of Industrial Lifecycle Thinking, it follows that the increased trade between the BRICS nations will also result in increased export and import of carbon footprint among these nations; as such there should be concerted efforts to develop collaborative low-carbon supply chain management practices and policies.
In fact, as seen in Fig. 9, in 2011, the percentage of carbon footprint
related to the Metal Products industry in Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa but imported from other BRICS nations are respectively 2.56%, 11.72%, 4.16%, 1.62% and 13.01%. In particular, the
results indicate that Russia and South Africa induce significantly
high demand of metal products in the other BRICS nations.
In addition, the results for 2011 indicate that the 11.61% of the
total carbon footprint for the ROW can be attributed to the BRICS
nations. As such, in terms of global efforts to address carbon emissions related impacts, the role of the BRICS nations in efforts to
implement low-carbon supply chain management practices on a
global scale cannot be ignored.
In terms of carbon emissions embodied in exported goods and
services from a BRICS country (induced by demand from other
countries) relative to emissions embodied in imported goods and
services (induced by the BRICS country in question), the results
confirm the findings by Xu and Dietzenbacher (2014) who decomposed global emissions embodied in trade and reported that

emerging economies like the BRICS countries have increased their
share in production and trade at the expense of developed countries. Thus, they increasingly export more emissions embodied in
goods and services than emissions embodied in imported goods
and services. In relation to this study, it was determined that for
the Metal Industry, the exports emissions relation to the imports
are in the following rations for the BRICS nations: Brazil (1.3), Russia (9.9), India (1.5), China (2.1) and South Africa (1.5).

4.4. Impacts of economic growth on carbon footprint
Fig. 10 illustrates the trend in total carbon emissions footprint
[10 0 0 tonnes of CO2-eq ] and the World Bank’s (2015) published
Gross Domestic Product or GDP [million $]. The calculated correlation coefficients between total carbon emissions footprint: and
GDP are: Brazil (-0.02), Russia (0.84), India (0.97), China (0.94) and
South Africa (0.76). With the exception of Brazil, it can be observed
that, GDP growth of these nations is highly positively correlated
with variations in the carbon footprint of that nation. It is, therefore, to be expected that with the economies of these BRICS nations likely to experience growth, which will account for 30% of
the world’s GDP, the environmental impacts associated with this
growth must be managed. A demonstration of how such management will be realised supported by an evidence-based modelling
framework is the hallmark of the current work.

4.5. Supply chain implication of industrial lifecycle thinking
4.5.1. Rethinking the emphasis placed on industrial supply chains
Traditional thinking reiterates the conception that supply chain
management is simply the process of managing the delivery
of products and services that are important to the consumers
(Holweg, Disney, Holmström, & Småros, 2005). However, given the
current understanding of the importance of integration (Fawcett
& Magnan, 2002), collaboration (Min et al., 2005) and delivering
added value following Michael Porter’s seminal work on Competitive Advantage (Porter, 1985), supply chain thinking now encapsulates the added value that can be delivered at different levels
of the value chain (such as: product-level, process-level, firm-level,
enterprise-level and industrial-level). Drawing on from the industrial lifecycle thinking approach, which the current work adopts, the
complex global supply-chain networks that are interlinked through
production and consumption of goods and services (Kagawa et al.,
2015) can be assessed from an industrial-level perspective.
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Fig. 10. Carbon Footprint and GDP Trend in the BRICS nations.

4.5.2. Low-carbon supply chain management
Two important reasons (the significance of indirect emissions
and opportunity to categorise scope 3 or indirect emissions) underline the importance of measurement and management of supply chain emissions when assessing the influence of industries on
the supply chain.
First, the relative significance of indirect emissions cannot be
over emphasised. Huang, Weber, and Matthews (2009) identified
that Scope 3 or indirect supply chain emissions can account for
75% of total emissions for some organisations and so should not
be ignored as knowledge of them can help inform more holistic
approaches to address life cycle footprint across the supply chain.
Further to this, better knowledge of industry-related indirect emissions can help organisations pursue emissions mitigation projects
not just within their own plants but also across their supply chain
(Larsen and Hertwich, 2009).
Second, due to the influence of industry supply chains, Huang
et al. (2009) reported that businesses can considerably improve
on their indirect supply chain emissions capture rates by sectorspecific categorisation. This can help identify upstream emission
sources that are likely to contribute significantly to different footprints measures as undertaken in this study. This is in addition to
specific and general “industry-specific protocols” that can be created by trade organisations.
As previously discussed (in Section 2.2) industrial level thinking promotes the complementarity between supply chain assessment and management. As supported by evidence from the paper,
the development of low-carbon supply chain management strategies must both lead to a reduction in carbon emissions intensity
or improved efficiency (production-side) and reduction in the final demand of goods and services (consumption-side). As a result, two areas of interventions can be identified. First, further
improvements in supply chain efficiencies should continue to be
pursued by implementing leaner production processes, more efficient and fully optimised transportation and warehousing systems, greener technologies and modern infrastructures that can reduce energy consumption and resource depletion. While requiring
some form of upfront investment, such interventions could both
result in further improvements in carbon emission intensities and
achieve significant cost reductions over time. Such forms of technological advancement and mitigation strategies in supply chains
could be favoured by the macro-economic models being implemented by these countries, allowing for high levels of state in-

tervention (Fourcade, 2013). The recent creation of the New Development Bank (Khanna, 2014), a multi-lateral institution operated by BRICS countries whose primary focus is on infrastructural
and technological projects (such as investment in renewable energies), could provide further support to these objectives and can
also foster better integration and co-operation among the different
nations.
Secondly, to modify the demand and consumption patterns as
highlighted in this work, re-design of the supply chains and industrial system of the BRICS nations through a paradigm shift,
which embraces the policies and principles of the Circular Economy (a production philosophy that pushes the frontiers of environmental sustainability is pertinent (McDonough & Braungart,
2002). Remarkably, the Chinese government has launched a Sustainable Consumption and Production programme inspired by a
circular economy paradigm (Yuan, Bi, & Moriguichi, 2006). Such a
programme strives to meet resource consumption and waste challenges through supply chains based on cleaner production, industrial ecosystems and life-cycle management. Examples of these approaches include maximising eco-efficiency in the supply chain
through resource recovery (Mahlberg & Luptacik, 2014), the implementation of closed-loop supply chains (Devika, Jafarian, & Nourbakhsh, 2014) in which by-products and end-of-life products are
reincorporated as raw materials in the production system and tax
exemption policies for companies involved in reverse supply chain
activities. In this context, the wide experience acquired by the Chinese government and companies in the establishment of supply
chains inspired by a circular economy paradigm could be useful
to other BRICS nations (Mathews & Tan, 2016).
4.5.3. Carbon emissions embodied in imported goods and services
By adopting a consumption-based approach in this study, the
analysis was able to capture the carbon emissions which are induced by the demand for goods and services from a country
but are emitted in another country where they are produced. As
such these carbon emissions which are embodied in goods and
services should be attributed to the inducing (or the importing)
country. This process of carbon emissions calculations has been
acknowledged as more comprehensive (Barrett et al., 2013; IbnMohammed et al., 2014), although there are concerns and debate as to who is actually responsible for the emissions embodied in goods and services imported into a country (Peters, 2010).
In recognition of the integrated and collaborative approach to con-
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temporary supply chain thinking (Beske & Seuring, 2014), this paper accentuates that the formation of the BRICS should bring together a group of nations whose cooperation in low carbon supply chain joint efforts would help to address some of these issues.
This is particularly so given that, emissions embodied in imported
goods and services from one another country as highlighted in this
study are relatively high.
5. Conclusions
This paper adopts an industrial-level perspective towards understanding supply chains at the global level. An environmental
sustainability performance model based on an industrial lifecycle
thinking approach for analysing the carbon footprint of industriallevel supply chains is presented. Using this analytical perspective,
a Multi-Regional Input-Output (MRIO) framework was developed
and demonstrated in application to the BRICS nations and for the
metal Products industries.
In the assessment process, the total carbon footprint and the
industrial-level supply chain efficiency expressed as a measure of
the carbon emissions intensity was presented for each BRICS country between 1992 and 2011. Across the 25 industrial sectors that
constitute the industrial supply chain of each country, it was determined, that over the 20-year period, for India, China and South
Africa, there was a very strong linear correlation between the total cumulative carbon footprint and time. It was therefore hypothesised that the carbon footprint of these nations will continue to increase over time given the evidence of the last 20
years by following the same trajectory under a business as usual
scenario.
Insight into the industrial-level supply chain efficiency or carbon emissions intensity also pointed to the fact that despite the
reduction in emissions intensity (or improvement in supply chain
emissions efficiency) of most industries, the cumulative sum of carbon footprint of all industries are increasing. We, therefore, report that despite the reduction in the carbon emissions intensity representing a positive low-carbon mitigation achievement,
the biggest impact towards achieving low-carbon supply chains
will come from developing strategies that will assist in reducing
the consumption of goods and services since this is generally the
main factor, which drives up carbon footprint of the BRICS nations. Despite this acknowledgement, an in-depth analysis of the
Metal Products industry used as a case study in this paper suggests an exception to this view. This is because, for such a technology driven industry which is heavily dependent on the Electricity industry, the gains of improved carbon emissions intensity towards the total carbon footprint in the Metal Products’ industry outweighs the negative effects of the increase in the demand of its products. This is a clear case where the use of technology within an economic sector delivers reduction in carbon
footprint.
Further insight into the Metal Products industry suggests that
although the total carbon footprint has reduced significantly between 1992 and 2011, the carbon footprint imported from one
BRICS nation to another has increased over the same period. This
reinforces the fact that there is significant increase in the supply

chain interaction among the BRICS nations over the last 20 years.
In line with reported integrated and collaborative approach of contemporary supply chain thinking, we accentuate that the formation
of the BRICS nations should also be seen as a platform for better cooperation in any low carbon supply chain joint efforts. We
also report that given the RoW’s Metal Products’ industry imported
more than 10% of its emissions from the BRICS nations, any global
efforts to address carbon emissions related impacts should have
these nations central to it.
The paper also provides some insight into the impacts that economic growth can have on the carbon footprint of the BRICS nations. We highlight that given the historical and present positive
correlation between total carbon footprint and GDP, the carbon
emissions impacts, which will be associated with the BRICS nations who together will account for 30% of the world’s GDP will
be significant.
Finally, the paper presents some supply chain implications of
the study. In particular, it suggests a rethink of the lack of emphasis placed on industrial supply chains in mainstream supply chain
management literature. As such, the implications of the study to
the higher level supply chains (or industrial-level) which are characterised by increased complexity and added value activities are
presented in addition to industrial lifecycle thinking perspective,
consumption-based approach to carbon footprint analyses, embodied emissions in goods and services and the need for an integrated and collaborative supply chain cooperation even at the high
level of the value chain as highlighted in the case of the BRICS
nations.
As part of future research development of this work, the use of
Structural Decomposition Analysis within a MRIO can facilitate the
understanding of the key drivers of the carbon emissions profile of
the BRICS nations.
Appendix A. Breakdown of industrial sectors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Agriculture
Fishing
Mining and quarrying
Food & beverages
Textiles and wearing apparel
Wood and paper
Petroleum, chemical and non-metallic mineral products
Metal products
Electrical and machinery
Transport equipment
Other manufacturing
Recycling
Electricity, gas and water
Construction
Maintenance and repair
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Hotels and restaurants
Transport
Post and telecommunications
Financial intermediation and business activities
Public administration
Education, health and other services
Private households
Others
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Appendix B. Total carbon footprint split across industrial sectors [10 0 0 tonnes CO2-eq ]
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Appendix C. Carbon emissions intensities of BRICS nations industrial sectors [kilogramCO2-eq /$]
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Appendix D. Carbon emissions intensities of the BRICS metal industries [kilogramCO2-eq /$]
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